


Mounting the Sensor and Turbine
NOTE: Certain styles of two-inch turbines require a slight

modification of these instructions. If your two-inch model
has wires coming from the turbine assembly, the coil on
the sensor must be removed. To remove the sensor’s
coil, gently pull the white coil from the center back of the
sensor and clip the wires. Tape the bare ends of the wires
to avoid shorting out the sensor’s input. In addition,
remove the foam spacer and adhesive to expose the two
female sockets. Insert the two pin connectors into the
female sockets exposed in the sensor.

1. Using the four screws provided, mount the sensor to the
turbine. Use the long, course thread screws, Identified as
Item 3 on the Illustrated Parts List, to mount the sensor to
a plastic turbine. Use the fine thread metal screws to
mount the sensor to a metal housing.

NOTE: To retain Factory Mutual Approval, a Factory Mutual
Approved turbine must be used.

2. Install the turbine in the flow path. Wrap all threads with
3 to 4 turns of Teflon® tape. Make sure the tape does not
impair the flow path. Hand tighten the turbine to the
fittings. Use of a wrench could damage the turbine.

3. Route the cable from the sensor to the dustcover location
and, allowing an extra 5 to 8 inches (12 to 20cm), cut it to
length.

4. Prepare the end of the cable for connection to the dust-
cover by stripping 1-1/2 inches (4cm) of outer insulation.
Strip an additional 1/4 inch (0.5cm) of inner insulation
from each wire. Crimp the solderless connectors, identi-
fied as Item 5 in the Illustrated Parts List, to the ends.

Mounting the Computer and Dustcover
1. Connect the cable to the dustcover by loosening the

lower nuts, identified as Item 6A on the Illustrated Parts
List, and slipping in the connectors. Tighten the nuts.

2. Insert the dustcover into the cutout and attach with the
four self-tapping screws, identified as Item 7 on the
Illustrated Parts Drawing.

NOTE: If you removed the sensor’s coil as detailed at the
beginning to these instructions, skip Step 3.

3. Remove the coil from the computer. Gently pull the white
coil from the back of the computer and clip the wires.
Tape the bare ends of the wires to avoid shorting.
Remove the foam spacer and adhesive to expose the two
female sockets.

4. Insert the two pin connectors, identified as Item 6D on the
Illustrated Parts List, from the dustcover into the female
sockets on the back of the computer.

5. Make sure the foam pad is positioned correctly and that
the batteries and two pin connectors are securely con-
nected.

6. Screw the computer assembly to the dustcover using the
short, course thread screws, identified as Item 9 on the
Illustrated Parts List.

During daily use, GPI meters and the Remote Kit Assembly are
maintenance-free. It is important, however, that the turbine’s
rotor moves freely. Refer to the meter owner’s manual or other
instructions on use, maintenance, and calibration. Remote Kit
Assembly installation should not affect meter calibration.

NOTE: To maintain Factory Mutual Approval, order replace-
ment batteries from the factory and specify Battery
Replacement Kit #113520-1.
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SYMPTOM PROBABLE CAUSE CORRECTIVE ACTION

READOUT ON, BUT 1. Cable too long. Shorten cable to 100 feet or less.
NOT COUNTING

2. Wiring broken or not Inspect all wires and connections. Repair or connect
connected. as necessary.

NOTE:  Please refer to the appropriate owner’s manual for troubleshooting of meters and other equipment.

TROUBLESHOOTING



ILLUSTRATED  PARTS  DRAWING

 Item No.m
  No. Part No. Description Req’d.

1* Turbine ...................................................................... 1
2 113273-1 Sensor Module ......................................................... 1
3 904005-18 Machine Screw, Fine Thread (4-40 x 1 in.) ............ 4

904005-17 Plastite Screw, Coarse Thread (4-20 x 1 in.)
(not shown) ............................................................... 4

4 113257-1 10-ft. 2-Conductor Cable Belden #9501 ............... 1
5 902004-51 Solderless Connectors ............................................ 2
6 113264-2 Dustcover Assembly ................................................ 1
6-A 904004-50 Hex Nut (#6) .............................................................. 4

904004-51 Lock Washer ............................................................. 2
6-B 113260-1 Dustcover Housing .................................................. 1

904004-52 Flat Washer (#6) ....................................................... 2
902004-51 Ring Terminals ......................................................... 2

6-C 113262-1 Jumper Wires (22 AWG-7/30) ................................. 2
6-D 902004-27 Pin Terminal .............................................................. 2

904004-49 Machine Screw (6-32 x .375 in.) ............................. 2
6-E 113259-2 Foam Pad ................................................................. 1
7 904001-82 Self-tapping Screw (10-24 x 1/2 in.) ...................... 4
8* Computer .................................................................. 1
9 904003-88 Plastite Screw, Coarse Thread (4-20 x 7/8) .......... 4

*  These components are associated with the GPI Meter or
    Turbine Kit and are not part of the Remote Kit Assembly.




